November 6, 2012
Joseph P. Masich, Director
Summit County Board of Elections
470 Grant Street
Akron, OH 44311
Dear Mr. Masich,
We know that your office has been working very hard in advance of the election and
we hope that Election Day goes smoothly. We write on behalf of the undersigned groups
because we have identified a problem that needs to be addressed tomorrow. Specifically, we
urge you to take immediate steps to prevent the unwarranted disenfranchisement of many
eligible Ohio voters who cast provisional ballots on Election Day. We are concerned that an
inadequate voter registration look-up system, without additional procedures, places large
numbers of provisional ballots cast by registered voters at risk of not being counted. To
avert this problem, we strongly urge the Board to use its discretion to employ flexible datamatching procedures, including multiple checks of both the county-wide and statewide lists,
with different searches including wild cards and different configurations of voter data. This
is essential to ensure that all eligible provisional voters are properly verified and will have
their ballots counted.
A. Provisional Ballots are Likely to be Improperly Rejected Due to
Inadequate Data-Matching Procedures
1. Ohio’s Exact-Match Lookup System is Misidentifying Large
Percentages of Voters as Unregistered.
It is our understanding that Ohio’s statewide lookup system for voter registrations by
default is highly inflexible and—unless there are express procedures in place to counteract
this—will not verify the identity of provisional voters unless there is an exact match in any
field entered, including a voter’s name, address, and identifying number. It is also our
understanding, based on media reports and conversations with Northeast Ohio Voter
Advocates (NOVA), an organization led by Professor Norman Robbins that has been
analyzing voting data, that absentee ballot applications in counties across the state have been
improperly rejected due to unsuccessful data matches. Cuyahoga County, for example,

recently discovered that it had erroneously rejected 1,300 absentee ballot applications
because it had been unable to locate the voters in the registration database. (It subsequently
sent those initially rejected voters absentee ballots.) NOVA reviewed a sample of 1,200
absentee ballot applications in Franklin County that were rejected on the basis that the voter
was unregistered, and discovered that 38-percent of the rejected voters were in fact
registered. This analysis suggests that thousands of additional, eligible voters from counties
across Ohio were likely incorrectly identified as unregistered and denied absentee ballots
because of typos and other minor errors—through no fault of their own.1
2. Exact-Match Systems are Notoriously Unreliable
The Ohio statewide voter-registration database by default uses data-matching
procedures that are overly stringent and unreliable. Specifically, the system looks for an
exact match, character by character, of any information entered into its search fields against
the information in the same fields in voter records. As our previous research has shown,
exact matching is a notoriously unreliable means of determining whether a record relating to
a particular person exists in the database searched.2 Unduly strict data-matching systems like
the default system in place in Ohio do not account for typos, mistakes, or inconsistencies in
data format. These are known to produce high rates of “false negatives” as compared with
more flexible matching procedures.3 Thus, even minor mistakes by election officials can lead
to the disenfranchisement of eligible and registered voters.
3. Ohio’s Exact-Match Lookup System is Likely to Affect County Boards’
Validation of Provisional Ballots.
We are concerned that a similarly unreliable data-matching system that resulted in
improper rejections of absentee ballot applications will also be used by County Boards of
Elections in validating provisional ballots. Under Step 3 of Ohio Secretary of State Directive
2012-54, issued on November 2, 2012, Boards of Elections are required to reject the
provisional ballots of voters whose identity cannot be verified.4 Based upon the exact-match
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error rate that Ohio counties have already experienced, thousands and possibly tens of
thousands of provisional ballots could be wrongly rejected across Ohio. In 2004 and 2008,
more than 200,000 provisional ballots were cast in Ohio.5 In 2012, the number of
provisional ballots could be even higher, especially given the fact that as of November 2,
238,678 absentee ballots had been mailed out but not returned.6
B. The Board Can Take Affirmative Steps to Mitigate the Effects of the
Inflexible and Unreliable Lookup System and Ensure Eligible Provisional
Voters’ Ballots are Properly Verified.
To prevent the record look-up system from creating problems, we strongly urge the
Board to take the following steps in validating provisional ballots:
(1) Implement a more flexible data-match protocol, using multiple searches with
wildcards to identify whether provisional voters are in fact registered.
NOVA recommends one set of search protocols that significantly reduce
false-negatives, and we urge you to use their model or develop similarly
flexible data-match protocols.7
(2) Where possible, manually check registration records for provisional ballot
voters whose identity cannot be verified using the statewide voterregistration database.
(3) Instruct poll workers to request that voters fill out the form on the back of
the provisional-ballot envelope,8 which contains fields for the voter’s date of
birth and address, to increase the likelihood of a positive match during the
provisional-ballot-counting procedure.
These steps will help ensure that provisional voters are not disenfranchised due to
preventable errors—errors that have already occurred recently in the absentee ballot
application check process and that have a high risk of occurring again absent remedial
action. In doing so, they will protect voters’ rights under the Due Process Clause of the U.S.
Constitution, which protects against disenfranchisement on the basis of systemic and
avoidable errors on the part of election officials,9 and under the Voting Rights Act, which
prohibits denying the right to vote on the basis of immaterial errors or omissions in
paperwork.10
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Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can be of assistance to you in this matter.
Respectfully Submitted,
Wendy Weiser
Vishal Agraharkar
Brennan Center for Justice
161 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10013
Robert Kengle
Co-Director, Voting Rights Project
Lawyer’s Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
1401 New York Avenue N.W., Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005
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